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Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance  
9369 North Douglas Highway 
Juneau, AK  99801 
Phone: 907-586-6652          Email:  seafa@gci.net       
Fax: 907-523-1168             Website: http://www.seafa.org 
 

 
September 21, 2011 
 
Glenn Merrill, Assistant Regional Administrator 
Sustainable Fisheries Division, NMFS 
Attn:  Ellen Sebastian 
PO Box 21668 
Juneau, AK 99802-1668 
 
RE:  0648-BA37 Pacific Halibut Fisheries – Catch Sharing Plan 
 
Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance (SEAFA) fully supports the Pacific 
Halibut Catch Sharing Plan (CSP).  SEAFA is a non-profit membership based 
commercial fishing organization representing our 250+ members 
participating in salmon, crab and shrimp fisheries of Southeast Alaska and 
longline fisheries in Alaska.  We have members who participate in the halibut 
IFQ fisheries in all IPHC regulatory areas of Alaska, particularly Southeast 
(Area 2C) and Gulf of Alaska (Area 3A).   
 
SEAFA fully supports the Pacific Halibut Catch Share Plan (CSP) and urges 
timely publication of the final rule allowing for implementation in 2012. The 
CSP sets a defined allocation between sectors that floats with abundance 
and provides for a predictive set of management tools implemented yearly.  
At heart, the CSP is conservation based by providing a method to determine 
the appropriate bag limits pre-season whereby maintaining the charter 
harvest to their allocation.  The current GHL management does the complete 
opposite, by waiting until the charter fleet exceeds the GHL, starting a 
regulatory action through the Council to change management measures which 
takes years and is in complete miss-step with the abundance of the resource. 
The CSP was developed based on testimony of the charter fleet, and 
addresses their concerns maintaining a season of historic length, no in-
season management and not a hard cap that would close the season abruptly.   
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BACKGROUND: 
At the December 2005 Council meeting, the State of Alaska made a motion 
to rescind the Halibut Charter IFQ program, effectively killing years of 
hard work. They provided a series of 10 recommendations including support 
for a clear allocation between the commercial longline and charter fleets and 
linking the GHL to abundance with the percentage floating up and down as 
does the commercial catch limit, rather than as a fixed poundage limit, 
explore a moratorium on new entrants into the halibut charter fishery and 
consider size restrictions on halibut.   
 
The Council, as they rescinded the halibut IFQ program, promised to fast 
track short and long-term actions while holding the charter fleet to their 
GHL and developed a halibut charter stakeholder group to advise their 
actions.  
 
The Charter Halibut Stakeholder group was comprised of 85% charter 
operators, with 2 commercial fishermen, of which I was one.  Consequently, 
our association participated fully in every stakeholder committee meeting, 
Council meeting since Dec 1995 and ad-hoc groups of commercial fishermen 
and charter representatives until final action on the CSP in October of 2008 
and beyond.   
 
The Stakeholder committee was an important aspect of the development of 
short and long-term management options for the charter fleet.  The charter 
stakeholder committee worked on multiple steps/issues at the same time.  
Allocation ranges that were considered at final action of the CSP were 
developed at the first two stakeholder committee meetings and adopted by 
the council for consideration with a few minor changes over time. The 
charter representatives on the stakeholder committee first asked for a 
moratorium/limited entry program to be put in place.  They commented that 
had a moratorium program been put in place at the time of the GHL (an 
option available) they would not have continued the uncontrolled growth in 
the charter industry.  One of the difficulties were that every time a 
program was about to be implemented (i.e. halibut charter IFQ program) 
there had been such a turn-over of charter operators that they would 
complain about not being included, data was stale or the allocation was unfair 
based on current participation and the process would start over again.  Some 
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of the long-term charter operators were extremely frustrated that 
decisions were never followed through on and newcomers to the industry 
would undo the work that they had participated on without understanding 
the process.  The moratorium/limited entry program with final action by the 
Council in April of 2007 was developed with a control date of Dec 2005, 
participation necessary in 2004 or 2005 and participation in the current 
year before implementation (2008) and was finally in place for the 2011 
charter season. This was fast-track through the rule process. The 
stakeholder committee recognized that the moratorium was generous in 
trying to include everyone and created a lot of latent capacity.  In fact 
during final action on the moratorium there was significant testimony by 
charter operators & associations that the moratorium was not constraining 
enough.  
 
At the same time this was going on the stakeholder committee was working 
on long term solutions, we realized that many of the long-term compensated 
re-allocation plans took federal, state legislation or a combination of both to 
move forward.  The Charter industry stated that they couldn’t decide what 
program they were most interested in without knowing what their allocation 
they had to work with.  A council member picked this up and asked the 
council to move forward in setting the allocation and the CSP action started 
to develop.  In April of 2007 charter operators approached the commercial 
sector and asked to work together for a more workable solution to the 
conflicts between sectors working with the allocation ranges set by the 
council.  The State of Alaska provided staff to facilitate these discussions 
which continued during the next several council meetings when Halibut issues 
were on the agenda.  The stakeholder committee also continued to meet and 
build upon the evolving program.  In October of 2007, the ad-hoc group 
tweaked the current version of the Council/stakeholder committee work and 
the NPFMC Advisory Panel (AP) recommendations to the council and 
developed a straw man proposal. 2 charter representatives and myself 
presented this straw man proposal to the Council with all the charter and 
commercial fishermen in the room physically standing up in support of the 
proposal at the front table.  Council member Roy Hyder commented that he 
had waited a long time to see the two industries come together in support of 
a common goal.  Up to this time the charter sector had been testifying that 
they needed an allocation that floated with abundance and had the GHL 
floated they would not need management measures implemented under the 
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GHL. Throughout this time GHL management measures were also on the 
Council agenda for action.  Then the abundance of halibut in 2C started to 
decline with the staff recommendations in Dec. 2007 and the charter 
industry at following meetings started saying that they needed a set 
poundage of fish and that they needed a floor as provided by the GHL so 
that by the time of final action the charter industry was asking for a 2 fish 
bag limit unless the coastwide stocks reached a point of crisis.  There was no 
consideration of the individual regulatory area stock status and this lack of 
consideration of the conservation of the resource was recognized by the 
Council members.   
 
At every council meeting the time set aside for halibut issues was exceeded, 
it appeared that the Council members were tired of this contentious issue 
coming before them, wanted a workable solution and the State of Alaska 
Commissioner Denby Lloyd presented a workable management scheme that 
was further tweaked by other Council members to create the CSP in front 
of us today in this proposed rule.  At the end of the Council action there was 
not really anyone that was happy with the solution.  But the CSP was within 
the options before them, the Council went through a deliberative process, 
considered the implications on both 2C and 3A as shown by the adjustments 
that were made in tier levels in 3A, was a result that a reasonable person 
could understand the implications of the plan, choose an allocation 
percentage option that changes the catch limit of both sectors equally with 
the halibut resource status.  
 
The Guided Angler Fish (GAF) was extensively discussed in the Charter 
Halibut Stakeholder committee. While the charter fleet is now firmly 
against the GAF portion of the proposed rule it was the charter operators at 
the last stakeholder committee meeting in discussing long term plans for 
compensated reallocation that put a GAF portion into every plan on the table 
even when the commercial representatives suggested that one plan not 
contain GAF provisions for comparison purposes.  It was also the charter 
operators who insisted that the GAF provisions be for leasing only as they 
didn’t want the charter operators able to purchase IFQ’s and convert them 
to GAF as it might presuppose the long term compensated reallocation plan 
becoming a halibut charter IFQ program.  
 
In December of 2007 the Council picked up and added to their motion on the 
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table the recommendation from the Halibut Charter Stakeholder committee 
to add the following statement regarding the management objective for the 
charter sector allocation of the catch sharing plan, “In establishing this 
catch sharing plan for the commercial and sport charter halibut sectors, the 
Council intends to create a management regime that provides separate 
accountability for each sector.  The management of the commercial sector 
remains unchanged under this plan, and new management measures are 
provided for the sport charter sector. 
 
These new measures for the sport charter sector are designed to address 
the specific need of the sport charter sector for advance notice and 
predictability with respect to the management tools and length of season 
that will be used to achieve the allocation allotted to that sector under the 
plan.  In order to achieve the allocation, it is the Council’s intent that 
management tools and season length would be established during the year 
prior to the year, in which they would take effect, and the tools selected 
and season length would not be changed in season. 
 
The Council will evaluate its success in achieving the sport charter sector 
allocation each year, and will adjust its management tools for the following 
season as needed. In designing this regime for the sport charter sector the 
Council recognizes that providing advance notice and predictability may 
result in a charter harvest that does not precisely meet the sector 
allocation for a particular year.  Therefore, the Council intends to review the 
program after an initial five-year period, with the goal of ensuring that the 
sport charter sector is held at or below its allocation on average over that 
five-year period.  In meeting its conservation mandate while accommodating 
the charter industry’s need for predictability and stability, the Council will 
necessarily err on the side of conservation in the selection of management 
tools and season length, with the result that the sport charter sector may 
not be able to harvest its entire allocation. 
 
CATCH SHARING PLAN (CSP) 
The CSP provides a clear allocation between the charter and commercial 
sector and a conservation based management scheme that sets the 
appropriate bag limit and/or size pre-season that will constrain the charter 
fleet to their allocation. It provides for a season of historic length, no 
changes to management measures in-season, provides for a variance of + or – 
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3.5% in acknowledgement of the imprecision of predicting management 
measures, an allocation that was set at the equivalent or larger than the GHL 
expressed as a percentage.  It allows for GAF fish to be leased to allow 
compensation to the commercial fishermen of increasing the charter 
allocation and allowing those charter operators and their clients that wish to 
retain an additional fish or a fish of a larger size that opportunity.  
 
FAIR AND EQUITABLE 
The Council chose an allocation and management scheme in a deliberative 
process that spanned several years relying on a stakeholder committee 
mostly comprised of charter operators.  The aspects of the CSP that lead to 
a fair and equitable allocation and decision process include: 

 Choosing an allocation that is at least equal to in 3A and larger in 2C 
to the GHL as expressed as a percentage and in times of lower 
abundance providing a higher percentage to the charter sector; The 
percentages chosen in times of low abundance was the highest of all 
allocation choices in front of the council; 

 Building upon previous Council actions including the GHL which granted 
125% of the historical guided charter harvest; 

 Choosing an allocation that floats with the abundance of the resource 
so both sectors share in the burden of conservation particularly in 
times of a declining resource;  

 Considers the historical uses of the resource including the non-guided 
recreational and subsistence users;  

 Considered testimony from communities; and 
 Does not discriminate between residents of different states; 
 Allows inter-sector compensated transfer mechanism through the 

GAF provisions that allows a charter operator to offer their client 
and additional or larger fish in times of restricted bag limits; 

 Maintaining a season of historic length with no changes in-season to 
provide stability and predictability to the charter sector. 

 
ECONOMICS and NET NATIONAL BENEFITS:   
The Halibut Coalition and the Alaska Longline Fishermen’s Association 
comments submitted on this rules provides significant detail on this aspect 
of the proposed rule.   By this reference we incorporate their comments and  
points contained within as part of ours.    
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Commercial fishermen are facing tough economic situations due to the 78% 
decline in 2C IFQ poundage partly caused by the retroactive status quo 
management system that allowed for the charter industry to continually 
exceed the GHL year after year.  For example at the State Legislative 
Hearing on the CSP held by the Fisheries Committee on September 1st, 2011, 
Representative Bill Thomas a state legislator and commercial fisherman 
testified that he had “participated in the Halibut industry since 1973 at 
first it was open, then corrections were made to the fishery to the derby 
days with following corrections to the IFQ program.  To supplement the 
quota received I purchased 13 thousand more pounds to where I have a total 
of 28 thousand pounds sold yearly at an average price of $3.00 per pound I 
made $84,000 a year and the last several years I am making $43,000 and 
the increased price per pound doesn’t even come close to making the 
difference to cover the reduced quota poundage.  Pay $1500 in fuel costs 
and you are really lucky if you don’t have a loan payment.”  This is but one of 
many examples of economic hardships being endured by commercial 
fishermen.  Many have put mortgages against their vessels, home and fishing 
permits and many are unable to even sell the quota share and cover the 
outstanding loan balance.  Commercial fishermen that are being impacted by 
this proposed rule support the implementation of the CSP to end the 
allocation and charter management conflicts that are tearing apart our small 
coastal communities as described in the Council problem statement.  
 
GAF FISH PROGRAM 
The GAF fish program provides a market-based mechanism to transfer 
allocation between sectors, the only way to achieve an optimal allocation.  A 
lot of time was spent in the stakeholder committee discussing how this 
might work.  The provisions were designed to prevent excessive consolidation 
of GAF to any one charter operator/business while also trying not to 
undermine the commercial IFQ program by allowing excessing leasing 
 
SEAFA would like to mention several areas of concern regarding the GAF 
provisions as written in the proposed rule.   

1. Converting from IFQ pounds to GAF sport fish:  The PR uses the 
previous year’s mean weight from the guided harvest to convert IFQ 
pound into GAF.  The average weight of GAF will likely be larger than 
the average weight of fish from all guided sport fish harvest since 
GAF will be used when there are restrictions on the fishery.  We 
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would recommend that GAF fish be identified by some simple 
identification such as the use of electrical nylon strap ties or other 
similar device.  With identification of GAF fish creel sampling of GAF 
fish would allow for the determination of a mean average weight of 
GAF fish to be used the following year in the conversion of IFQ 
pounds to GAF sport fish. Alternatively you could require during the 
daily GAF landing report to provide a length of the halibut retained as 
GAF fish and use that to determine the average weight of GAF fish 
for use in the following year. 

2. On page 44186 section (iv) GAF use restrictions  the proposed rule 
states “ (3) 1,500 pounds or ten (10) percent whichever is greater, of 
the start year fishable IFQ pounds for an IFQ permit, may be 
transferred from IFQ to GAF.  Start year fishable pounds is the sum 
of IFQ equivalent pounds, as defined in §679.2 f this title, for an 
area, derived from QS held, plus or minus adjustments pursuant to 
§679.40(d) and (e) of this title.”   This section should either be 
further clarified in the preamble and/or in the regulations to clarify a 
date for the start of the year i.e Jan 1st or specify when certificates 
are issued but does this allow transfers or sales that occur in January 
which are not processed until the end of month count towards start of 
the year fishable pounds?   

 
MAXIMUM SIZE LIMITS: 
The proposed rule requests comments on the CSP maximum size limit 
methodology for selecting a maximum halibut size limit in the charter 
fishery when combined catch limits require it. SEAFA supports method B 
which is more conservative and would help address the IPHC issue raised in 
comments that the allocation with an allowable variance will over time 
continually exceed the actual allocation and not balance out over time.  
 
CONCLUSION: 
SEAFA supports the Halibut Catch Share Plan for regulatory areas 2C and 
3A.  We believe that the allocation is fair and equitable, the pre-season pro-
active management of determining bag limits is an improvement over the 
current GHL management (status quo) where adjustments to the bag limits 
takes years to implement  and just as much time to change as the biomass 
improves.  The pre-season determination of bag limit is conservation based 
as it should constrain the charter fleet to within the allocation set by the 
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combined commercial and charter catch limit.  Provisions within the CSP 
allow for inter-sector transfers in the form of GAF.  We support the 
provisions within the proposed rule that prohibits skipper and crew fish in 
3A as this maintains the guided charter allocation for the clients and brings 
parity with 2C where the regulation is already in place.  We support for 
enforcement purposes the requirement when a size restriction is in place 
that the carcass must be kept.  We support the prohibition against 
subsistence fishing for halibut while commercial fishing or sport fishing 
from the same vessel on the same calendar day or conducting commercial and 
sport fishing on the same day.   We support timely implementation of the 
CSP for the 2012 season for regulatory Areas 2C and 3A. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

Kathy Hansen 
Executive Director 


